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The topic of the thesis was chosen by student
Work with literature very good.
Language skills very good.
Student invention good.
Student worked independently.
Problems and issues were solved independently with mentor help.
Work in the lab was not available, literature review.
Results interpretation correct with major corrections by mentor.
Processing of thesis was major revision of mentor was necessary.
Graphical processing for the thesis very good.

Mentor comments to thesis and student approach:

Student tries to work independently. The literature search was quite good. Also the collection of data (we don’t work in lab but we try to study real live and so our lab is daily practice) was well done. Bigger problem was how to interpret data. Mr. Kalaidzidis didn’t use knowledge from clinical pharmacy. Because it was not clear for him what is goal of pharmacotherapy and how to reach it he has trouble how to order collected data and how to discuss them.

Evaluation of diploma thesis: very good, to defense: recommended
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